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“

Once I put this lathe into service in a store,
the technicians are more likely to use the
AutoComp Elite® vs. ‘Brand X’ as they have
so much more confidence in what the finished
product will be. "

Tim Smith

Equipment Manager/Store Inspector, Brakes Plus
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BMW of Freehold
Freehold, NJ

“

I can’t stress enough the time-savings that
we are seeing with this machine. It takes about
half as much time to learn and with a team of
25 technicians, I need an on-car brake lathe
that is easy to learn and operate. "

Craig Forman

Shop Foreman, BMW of Freehold
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Weeks Chevrolet Buick GMC
West Frankfort, IL

“

With variable-speed drive, we can avoid
differential lock-ups by lowering the cutting speed.
This allows us to handle any car that comes in,
even large medium-duty trucks and difficult
vehicles. The powerful motor helps us avoid the
need to drop driveshafts which saves us a lot of
service time. "

Justin Sailliez
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Let us know of your experience with
any of Hunter's products or services.
Speak with your local Hunter Representative
or contact us directly at testimonials@hunter.com
See it in action at https://goo.gl/gzcYUz

Check out other Hunter literature
for more detailed product information.
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